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Quite recently, connections of unusual type have been discussed by the author between the 
so-called 'fractional calculus' as ?~ new branch of analysis and strong summation processes, 
furthermore, between fractional integration and certain number theoretic approximation 
methods, in the following, two different aspects of these inherences are considered: 1. 
<" new verification for the powerful method of (D)-summation in case of trigonometric 
series is given; IT. such a generalization of the famous Franel theorem on Riemann's hypo
thesis (1924) is presented v;hich shows the deeper background of the topic in the field of 
Diophantine approximatio:1s. 
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Introduction 

About thirty years ago, the author published a new theory of generalized 
integro-differential operators (called 'Ws-limits'), viTidening H. VVEYL's con
cept of fractional integration. (See MIKOL.A.S, 1959.) As it is well known, 
the Weyl fractional integral of order e > 0 is defined by 

x 

fe(x) = qe)-l J f(t)(x - t)o-ldt (0 < e < 1, 0 < x < 1), (1-1) 
-Xl 

1 
where f denotes a Lebesgue integrable function of period 1 with J f(t)dt 

° O. (Cf. VVEYL, 1917). (1-1) is a pendant of the classical RIEMANN-

LIOUVILLE fractional integral over (xo, x) 

x 

xoI~f = rtv) J f(t)(x - tt-1dt (Re v > 0), (1-2) 

Xo 
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which can be regarded as a natural extension to non-integral order v of 
Cauchy's integral solution for the initial-value problem 

y(m)(x) = f(x) (xo < x < xI); (1-3) 

y(xo) = yl(XO) = ... = y(m-ll(xo) = 0, 

and has become since the turn of this century - together with (1-1) -
an essential expedient of mathematics, physics and technical sciences. (Cf. 
MIl\:OL"\S, 1975.) 

In the above-mentioned theory of genemlized Weyl fractional integrals 
of complex order the following fundamental facts hold: for the 'Ws-integral' 
in question we have the representation 

1 

fs(x) = J f(x - t)[Zs(t) - Zs(x)]dt (Res> 1) (1-4) 

o 

and the so-called }~ernel function 1 Zs (u) occurring here may be 'written in 
the form 

cc 2 ( r.S) 
( ) 

cos 2nr.u - -
2nr. 5 2 

n=1 

(u real, non-integer); ( 1-5) 

the corresponding fractional (,lV,- ') derivatives are received on the basis of 
the holomorphy of (1-4) as function of s. Herewith surprisingly - the 
theory is closely connected with properties of an important class of higher 
special functions by relation: 

( 1-6) 

(u) = u [u] denoting the 'fractional part' of u. 
On the right of (1-6), ((s,u) means the zeta-function of Hurwitz, 

familiar in number theory, defined for Re s > 1, ureal, u :f. 0, -I, -2, ... 

as the sum ~ (m + u) -5 and for other s :f. 1 by analytic continuation 
m=O 

with respect to the complex variable s. (We know that ((s, 1) ((s) is the 
Riemann zeta-funciion.) 

Remark that the main properties of the kernel Zs are: 

1 For the terms 'ke,nel function' and 's'inguiariniegral' we refer e.g. to IL\RDY
ROGOSINSKI (1944) and FEJ!:~R (1949). 
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(I) For any fixed u E (0,1), Zs(u) is an entire function of s, i. e. 
it is regular everywhere on the s-plane; furthermore for any fixed sand 
non-integral real u, the formula :uZs+1(u) = Zs(u) holds. 

(H) Since Zo(u) == -1, Zp(u) = -Bp(u) (p = 1,2, ... ), the kernel 
Zs (u) can be regarded as a common generalization of the Bernoulli poly
nomials.2 

(IH) We have the relations: 

(-l)s = Zs(u) -L"or_ U re (0 1 ') , - , 

for x E (0,1) and Res],Res2 > O. 

s arbitrary~ 

<-ror 01rrl1n::.rv Fourier Series 

(1-7) 

In an international congress report heid lately (see 1990a), a 
general idea due to the author has been discussed in detail, namely that 
the fractional integral (1-2) can be useful for summation of series not only 
as function of the variable x (this way was successfully followed in a fa
mous monograph of HARDY-RIESZ (1915), introducing the so-called 'typ
ical means'), but there is also another, alike so fruitful possibility: the 
application of fractional integrals as functions of the order v. The most 
comprehensive summation process thus obtained is now caned in the lit er-

ature (lvI)-summation, and it is defined for any series offunctions 

so that the fractional integrals occurring on the right or (2-1) exist, by the 
formula: 

':;0 ~ ...... 

(AJ) '\' () l' "'"' III L-.; !pn X = lm L Xo x 'Pn. 
1/-+0 

n=1 n=l 

(2-1) 

Let us stress that the method (2-1) is specially fit e. g. for summing trigono
metric Fourier series of the type 

1 -J f(t) -2mritd · Cn - e r. 

o n=-:xo 

2We denote by Bp( u) (p = 0,1. 2 •... ) the coefficients in the expansion 
weUW(e'" - 1)-1 = Bo(u) + B1(U)W + B2(U)W2 + ... (lwl < 2;;-). 

(2-2) 
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In this particularly important case it is suitable to split the definition (2-1) 
so to say into two variants: 

00 DC 

(ivl±) 2: Cne2mrix = Co + lim 
e~+o 

n:-oc 

(±2 .)-e 2mrix 
Cn n1n e (2-3) 

n=-oo 
n;::O 

and to use the terms (M+) -summation and (M _) -summation, respectively. 
(Cf. MII<OLAS, 1960a and 1960b.) 

By means of (2-3), considering the closed (integral) form of the sums 
on the right and utilizing also some properties of the occurring kernel func
tion Zs, we can obtain such results on efficiency of the (M±)-methods 
which highly exceed the corresponding ones in the theory of any classi
cal summation process. Nevertheless, we want to investigate now another, 
similar but simpler method: the Dirichlei [briefly (D)-] summation. Its 

x 
definition for an arbitrary series L AI: is: 

k=O 

x ~ 

(D) -;;;::-' A A l' -;;;::-' A I -,) 6 .fik = -0 + c lm 6 k' C , 
k=O v-+O A:= 1 

(2-4) 

where we have to assume the convergence of the right-hand auxiliary series 
for {) > 0 small enough. 3 VIle shall see that this way implies also the kernel 
Zs, but enables us to argue in the most direct manner. 

1;Ve need an identity and two elementary estimates which can be de
duced easily from the preliminaries about the Hurwitz zeta-fuIlctioIl: 

x 
-v n cosnT = (2-5 ) 

n=l 

1 T )1 
2" J 

(0 < {) < 1. 0 < T :::; 2,,), 

j((8, x)j .:; x- 8 + (1 - 8)-1 + 1 (0 < 8 < I, 0 < x :::; 1), (2-6) 

A I ~ -v L n cosnT (
1 1 

< -+l-{) 
1 - ,) [ ,) - 1 ( 2 _ ) ,) - 1 1 

" T + II-T I 
j 

(2-7) 
I 

(N2':2,O<T<2,,). 

·'Th .. process (2-4) was firstly applied t.o tril!,(Jf"JJJ",lric "'ri,,o h\ Ill!' ,wll,()r ill 
(\lJJ';()L/\~. J9GO-GI). Fur further sp .. ciallitf'l'MY r('f"lf'Jl!·".' .,(". (ZI:I.I.I:II. I '1.-),,, !. 
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THEOREM 1. The trigonometric Fourier series 

with 

co 

ao + ( an cos nx + (3n sin nx) 
n=l 

2r. 2-:r 

1 J ao = - J(t)dt, 
211" 

an = t J J(t) cos ntdt, 
o o 

2r. 

(3n = ~ f J(t) sin ntdt 
1I"j 

o 

397 

(2-8) 

of a bounded, 211"-periodic function J is (D)-summable at a point x if and 
only if the limit 

r 6 1 J[[x]J = lim l{) J ip(x, i)tV- i dt, ip(x, t) = ~[J(x + t) + J(x - t)] (2-9) 
tJ-+o 2 

o 

(5) 0, arbitrarily small) exists. The value (2-9) does not depend on 5, and 
yields the (D)-sum of (2-8) at x, provided that it exists. 

In particular, f [[x]] = ~[J(x + 0) + f(x - 0)] holds at any point x 
where both unilateral limits ""af the function exist; furthermore, the (D)
summability is uniform in each closed continuity interval of the function 
(including bilateral continuity at the end-points). 

In our case, the domain of effectiveness of the (D)-method is greater 
than that of any Cesaro method or of the Abel-Poisson summation. 

PROOF: 10 Having in mind the definition (2-4) of the (D)-method, let us 
form the auxiliary series 

co 

Oio+Ln-V(Oincosnx+f3nsinx) (0<{)<1, 0~x<21i), (2-10) 
n=l 

an, f3n denoting the ordinary Fourier coefficients on [0,21i] of a bounded 
(L )-integrable function f (with the period 21i). 
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By the above, the closed integral expression of (2-10) may be written: 

which by 

27. (Xl 

2~ j J(t)[1 + 2 L n -tJ cosn(x - t)Jdt = 
o n=1 

27. 27. 

= ~jCP(x,u)du+~jJ(X r)I:n-tJcosnrdr= 
71 71 

o 0 n=1 

27. 1 

= 2: jcp(x,U)dU+ ~(21i)tJ-1 (cos 1i{})- f({})-I. 
/I 2 2 

o 

27. 

J J (X - r) [( ( 1 - {}, 2: ) + ( ( 1 - 13, 1 - 2: ) ] dr = 
o 

27i 

= j[J(x - v) + f(x + v)l( (1 - {), ..2:.-)' dv 
271 

o 

takes the form 

with the kernel 

[Cf. (1-6).J 

2,,-

J= 2~j cp(X,V)Zv(v)dv 
o 

(2-11) 

(2-12) 

Regarding the reverse of order of the integration and summation, 
we have to stress the following: 1. the existence of the integral (2-11) is 
assured by the boundedness of f and by the fact that the sum of the series 

f n -v cos nr as a function of r belongs to L(O, 271); 2. the estimate (2- 7) 
n=1 

N 
for the partial sums L n -tJ cos nr justifies the termwise integration carried 

n=1 
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out; 3. this involves simultaneously the convergence of the series (2-10) for 
every {) and x in consideration. 

Taking the properties of ((8, u) into account, we see that (2-11) is a 
so-called singular integral with one single singular (exceptional) point at 
v = 0. Namely the kernel function Z,;(v) (for any fixed {) > 0) becomes 
infinite in order v,;-1 as v -} +0, but it is continuous and monotonously 
decreasing at every v E (0,271). 

Actually, the circumstance will be most important for us that after 
subtracting an appropriate term bearing the 'singularity' at v 0, the 
remaining part of the kernel function Z,; tends uniformly to ° in 0 ::;; v ::;; 271 
as {) -} +0. More precisely, by the definition of (( s, u) and using elementary 
properties of the gamma-function, we can write 

I ( 
0')_1 i 1 r7 \ itV - Tl (l - 1 1 [ 

b,;(V) 271 cos- let!) - I::;; 
I \ 2 ! 

I 
tit 7113)-1 'M' -11 I ::;; 1-(271) \CO,S_~ q{)+l) ,+ 

v ( 1i{)) 13 + (271) cos '2 r({) + 1); 

(2-13) 

and both terms of the last bound tend to ° with {), independently of v. 
2° Let now split the integral (2-11) into three parts: 

1 b 

( 1i{)) - ""(_0)-1 J ( ) ';-1 d + cos'2 1 u r.p x, v v v+ (2-14 ) 

o 
1 2 .. 

+ (cos 1i
2
{)) - r({))-I J r.p(x, v)v';-I dv = JI + h + J'J 

b 

o denoting a fixed positive number < 1. 
As far as the first term is concerned, with any given c: > 0 a number 

{)~ < 1 can be associated such that 

2 .. 

IJII::;; ~JI<p(x,v)I·C:dv=C:'K 
271 

o 

({) < {)~), (2-15) 
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where K = sup J(t). 
tE[O,2rr] 

On the other hand, using again the gamma-function we get: 

{, 

h - {} J )O(x,v)vV-1dv = 
o 

~ .1 I (cos "2.1) -1 r(,j + 1)-1 - 111 ~(x, v )v'-1 dv < 

< I (cos "2.9r1 
r(,j + 1)-11· K.9 I v'-I dv ~ 

= K I (cos 7r
2
{}) - 1 r ({} + 1) -1 11 < Kc: 

provided that {} < {}~. 
Finally, there exists a number {}~/ > 0 such that 

-1 2"_1 

1131 < (cos 7r
2
{}) r({})-I. K(27r)v-l J (2

V
7r) dv < 

8 

< {} (cos r.
2
{}) -1 r({} + 1)-1. K. 2r.log(27r/o) < Kc:, 

if only {} < {}~/. 
Summing up, (2-14)-(2-17) yield together 

2" h 

~J)O(x,v)Zv(v)dt. -1JJ)O(x,u)v d
-

1dv < 3Kc: 
27r 

o 0 

(2-16) 

(2-17) 

for 1J sufficiently small; this is equivalent to the statement that the limits 

lim [-21 J2rr)O(X'V)Zv(V)dV1 ' 
17-+0 7r 

o ~ 

lim [1J J8 <p( x, v)v v-I dV] 
17-+0 

o 

can exist only simultaneously, and in case of existence they are equal. 
3° Assuming that both of the limits J(x + 0) and J(x - 0) exist, we 

obtain for 0 < 'TJ < 6 < 1: 
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8 

19 j )O(X, v)vV-1dv - ~[J(X + 0) + f(x - O)J < 
, 0 

8 

:::; ~ j[lf(X + V) - f(x + 0)1 + If(x - V) - f(x - 0)llvU-1dv+ 

o 
" I ;:, 

+~If(x + 0) + f(x - 0)11 19 J ldv - 1 :::; 
I 0 

1 {( } :::;:::. sup [If(x + - f(x - v)l] + sup [If(x - v) - f(x - O)IJ + 
2 vE[O.I)] ,·E[O.,)] 

o 

+~ /[If(X + v) - f(x + 0)1 + If(x - v) - f(x - 0)llv-1dv+ 
r) 

1 v 
+2'lf(x + 0) + f(x - 0)1(1 - 8 ). 

401 

The last upper bound becomes plainly as small as we please, if first 7], next 
(after fixing 7]) the number 19 is chosen small enough. Since the bounds in 
(2-15)-(2-17) are independent of x, also the assertion on uniform summa
bility follows. 

4° In order to show that the (D)-method is more effective than any 
Cesaro or the Abel-Poisson process, we refer to the well-known fact that 

the divergent series t n -(l+iT) (T f. 0), by a Tauberian theorem of HARDY 
n=l 

and LITTLEWOOD, is summable by none of the methods just mentioned. 
Nevertheless, this series is plainly summable in the (2-4) sense, because the 
continuity of (( s) for s f. 1 implies 

ex; 

lim 2:: n -(l+iT) . n -u = lim ((1 + 19 + iT) = ((1 + iT). 
u-+o ti-+O 

11=1 

(2-18) 

Thus the verification of the theorem is completed. 

Connection of the Integro-Differential Operator 2" 
with Diophantine Approximations and the Riemann Hypothesis 

Let us denote by (x), as earlier, the difference x - [x], i.e. the so-called 
'fractional part' of a real number x. According to a classical theorem of 
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KRONECI<ER (1884), which is of fundamental significance in the theory of 
Diophantine approximations, the sequence (nx) (n = 1,2, ... ) lies every
where densely on the real line in case of any fixed irrational x; further
more, these points are at the same time uniformly distributed modulo 1 in 
H. VVEYL's sense. (See e.g. WEYL, 1916.) 

After a further important result of SIERPI:-:SKI, namely that 

N 

;J~oo N-
l t (nx) =~, i.e. 

n=l 

v 
L Bl((nx)) = o(N) 
n=1 

(3-1 ) 

for every fixed irrational x, smce the twenties, numerous applications of 
Diophantine (ordinary or integral) mean estimates relating to BernouUi 
polynomials have been found in number theory, analysis, television and 
radio technology. (Cf. e.g. HARDY-LITTLE\\,OOD, 1922a, 1922b, GAL, 
1949; G.A..L-KOI\S:-'lA, 1950; M!I<:oL.~s, 1957, 1960c, 1990b; MORDELL, 1958; 
VAI\ DER POL, 1953). 

This situation and the fact that recently the kernel function Zs (u) 
turned out to be a natural extension of all Bernoulli functions Br((nx)) 
together (see the introduction), suggested looking for deeper connections 
between the 'fractional' operator Zs and the theory of Diophantine ap
proximations. In the sequel, we shall deal -;"vith such a contribution to the 
problem \vhich concerns Riemann's famous hypothesis (1859): each com
plex zero of the function «(s) has the real part 1/2. 

First of all, we recall a few concepts and theorems from the analytic 

theory of numbers. Let J.L(n) denote the 'well-known surnma-

toric Mobius function, the summatoric pendant of Euler's 

function. Then ~ the nUfnber of all fractions ra-
tional numbers) h/k with 0 < h :::; h :::; lV, = 1, k = 1, 2, ... ,N in 
ascending order, i.e. of the so-called Fany series of order N. The usual 
notation for the v-th term of this sequence is 1];:" (v = 1,2, ... , 

A classical theorem of LlTTLEWOOD (1912) which has been later 
strongly generalized by MII\OL . .\S (1949, 1950, 1951a, 19510) asserts that 
the validity of the estimate 

<p(N) 

M(N) = L cos2r.Q;/\") = 0 (Nt+o) , 'liE: > 0 (3-2) 
v=l 

is equivalent to the Riemann hypothesis. On the other hand, we have the 
nice theorem of FRAi\'EL (1924) saying that Riemann's hypothesis is true 
if and only if 
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<i>(N) 2 

Q(N) = ?; (e~V) - ,:p(N)) = 0 (N-1+t:) , "le > O. (3-3) 

We remark at once that the proof of Franel's theorem is based on an im
portant expedient of the theory of Diophantine approximations, a formula 
due to Landau: 

1 

J «au) 
() 

~)\ ((bU) _ ~)\ du = ~ (a,b) = (a,b)2. 
2 2 12 {a, b} 12ab . 

(3-4) 

where a, b are natural numbers and (a, b), {a, b} denote the greatest com
mon divisor and the least common multiple of this couple, resp. 

For our purposes, it is also essential that Franel's sum (3-3) has an 
alternative representation (cf. e.g. LANDAU, 1927, pp. 172-173): 

( 1 [ ., - .) \ 
7 1 I /v 1'. N\ 1- 1 I 

Q(d) = ~ . J L (nx) - -) M (-)J dx - ? ~ , 
- JV) t -1 2 n L I () n-. ) 

(3-5) 

which indicates by the occurrence of Bl ((nx)) on the right explicitly the 
'Diophantine approximatic' background of Q(N). So we are led to the 
idea: a strong generalization of the square-integral in (3-5) with the kernel 
function Zs(u) instead of Bl((U)), i.e. the study of 

H,(N) ~ I [~ Z,(nx)M ( ~) ]2 dx (3-6) 

could yield maybe a corresponding extension of Franel's result (3-3). The 
conjecture is correct, since 

THEOREM 2. The Riemann hypothesis is true if and only if in the case of 
any fixed e > 0 for s > 1/2 we have the relation 

(3-7) 

PROOF: 10 Suppose that Riemann's hypothesis holds. Then, by the above
mentioned theorem of Littlewood, to any fixed e > 0 there exists a G = 
G(e) positive constant for which 

IM(N)I < G(e)N~+~ (N = 1,2, ... ). (3-8) 
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On the other hand, an extension of (3-4) according to the author yields (cf. 
MIKOL.A.S, 1957, p. 46; and 1960c, p. 159): 

J1 2((2s) ((a, b))2 ( 1) 
Zs( au )Z8(bu )du = (271')28 {a, b} s > 2' . 

o 

(3-9) 

So, on the basis of (3-6) and (3-8), (3-9), we can write with 
Ks = 2((2s)(271')-28: 

N 1 

l'Hs(N)1 = L M (~) .M (~) J Zs(au)Zs(bu)du ~ 
a,b=l 0 

~ K8 t IM (N) IIM (N\ I (a,b): ~ 
a,b=l ab) {a, b} 

(~) 

and hence, using the notations (a, b) = c; a = QC, b = ,Bc: 

Since the triple series in the last term is plainly convergent, if s + > 
1 + 0: > 1, for every s > 1/2 we obtain (3-7). 

2° Conversely, assume that in the case of each s > 1/2, to any given 
0: > 0 a number and a constant 1\ = can be found for 
vihich we have the inequality 

;:: Na(E)). 

Then putting s = I, we get specially that for any fixed 0: > 0, and at 
suitable choice of certain constants No = (c), A = J\(c), it holds [cl. 
(3-4) and the positivity of the integrand): 

J1 [;Y ( 1) (N)]'L 1'H1 (N)I = 0 ]; (nu) - 2' )\.1;: du = 

N ? 

= ~ I: M (N) M (N) (a,b)- < A(£)N1+£ (N;:: No(o:)). 
12 a.b=l a b ab 
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Hence it follows by (3-5) and cp(N) '" 32 N
2 (N - 00): 

7i 

Q(N) = CP(~) ('Hl (N) 

But a well-known inequality for IM(N)I yields 

M(N) = O(N / Q(N)), 

so that the application of (3-10) leads to 

( 

1 " 
M(N) = 0 1'1'2+"2). 

405 

(3-10) 

Taking still into account Littlewood's theorem (3-2), we can conclude the 
validity of Riemann's hypothesis. 
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